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 Sirens sound as you awake from a deep sleep confused, angry and curious.  You slowly arise to 

find panic outside your windows as there appears to be chaos in the streets.  Again sirens blast louder 

than ever as the realization of maybe it’s time to go.  You grab a bag of items as you change quickly to 

rush out the door in less than five minutes.  What do you change into?  Why?  What kind of bag do you 

bring and what do you bring in your bag?   Why? 

 Grabbing the keys of your car you scramble into it, start it and drive away as fast as possible.  

Speeding on the highway you arrive at a massive traffic jam, panic worsens as people are running past 

you yelling “get out of here” and “run.”  Explosions in the distance draw closer and closer.  It’s time to 

leave the car behind and take off on foot.  As you exit the vehicle, you take a peek in front of your 

position…the panic…the chaos…it all makes sense with what you see…the zombie apocalypse is here.  

You have no choice at this point but to run, zombies, chaos, explosions and panic follow your every foot 

step.  You narrowly escape as it feels like you have been running for half a day before the panic stops 

and find yourself far away from all that sent you here.  Questions loom in your head, what happened?  

Zombies?  Really…Zombies?  Too many questions loom over your head; however, one thought is at the 

top of the list.  Survival. 

 Just a few months earlier you and a group of friends watched a popular zombie movie, then a TV 

show, finally followed by a book.  As a joke you each created a list of items that you would bring to be 

prepared for the undead invasion.  Posting it on your fridge at home (or what was home) you and your 

friends really prepared for this momentous event in history.  On one side of the piece of paper was the 

list of items you brought and on the other was a map…Laid our clearly is the map of the US with a 

section of the country you live in expanded.  This double sided survival guide is your path to survival.   

What would you bring?   Why?   Create a list. 

Where would you go?   Why? 

Discuss. 
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A Quick Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdtQgwOOiBg 

 

A day later you find a radio that is still working and can spare just a few minutes to listen 

in.  Using the radio you begin to map the outbreak and find that nearly every major city in the 

US has had one.  This epidemic has hit America hard.  Your first tasks are to map the outbreak, 

determine safe and unsafe regions, and determine how to survive in the physical environment.  

Using your knowledge of the North American geography synthesize (create) a Survival Plan.  

Time is of the essence, so much of your survival plan with be in list form, using bullets. 

Your survival plan should include: 

1. A brief explanation of where you are going to go, why and how you would get there.   

2. List the resources you think that you would use and need.   

3. List the push / pull factors of the regions of North America (at least 2 of them). 

4. Make a prediction of the migration patterns of other humans and the zombies. 

5. Will you continually migrate or settle?   

a. If you migrate explain why, describe where you would go and how you would get 

there.  

b. If you choose to settle explain why, describe where you would stay and what you 

need to stay at that location. 

c. With either of the above choices explain how you would protect yourself. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdtQgwOOiBg

